WELCOME PARTICIPANTS!

TEACHING & LEARNING CONFERENCE
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

9 A.M. - BREAKFAST | WELCOME

President’s Message
Presenter: President David Cook

Conference Welcome
Presenter: Dr. Canan Bilen-Green
Hear from NDSU’s vice provost for faculty affairs and equity, Dr. Canan Bilen-Green.

Conference Details & Overview
Presenters: Dr. Stacy Duffield and Melissa Stotz
Dr. Duffield and Melissa Stotz will provide important information on this conference and how to join concurrent sessions.

9:30 A.M. - CONCURRENT SESSIONS I

Supporting Student Mental Health Track
Teaching Adult Learners in Challenging Times: Helpful Strategies
Presenter: Dr. Sara Bano, NDSU

Improving Student Learning Through Skill Development Track
Learning by Doing: In Class Workshops for High Speed Skill Development
Presenter: Dr. James Caton, NDSU

Improving Student Learning With Technology Tools Track
FlipGrid: The Versatile Tool You Should Be Using in Your Class
Presenters: Dr. Katie Wissman, NDSU & Dr. Warren Christensen, NDSU

Building an Inclusive Classroom Track
Using Alternative Grading to Create an Inclusive Classroom
Presenters: Dr. Jenni Momsen, NDSU; Dr. Danielle Condry, NDSU; & Dr. Tara Slominski, NDSU

10 A.M. - BREAK

10:10 A.M. - CONCURRENT SESSION II

Supporting Student Mental Health Track
Incorporating Wellness in Course Design
Presenter: Dr. Jessica Danielson, NDSU

Improving Student Learning Through Skill Development Track
Constructing System Models to Bolster Threshold Concept Mental Model Accuracy
Presenters: Michelle Murphy, Lake Region State College & Dr. Woei Hung, University of North Dakota

Improving Student Learning With Technology Tools Track
Best Practices for Incorporating Video in the Online Course Environment
Presenter: Doug Tiedman, Minot State University

Building an Inclusive Classroom Track
Instructor Mindset and the Racial Achievement Gap
Presenter: Dr. Casey Peterson, NDSU

10:40 A.M. - BREAK

10:50 A.M. - CONCURRENT SESSION III

Supporting Student Mental Health Track
Supporting Students in the Pandemic of Grief
Presenter: Dr. Jodi Tangen, NDSU

Improving Student Learning Through Skill Development Track
Help! Our Grad Students Can’t Write
Presenter: Leisa Harmon, Minot State University

Improving Student Learning With Technology Tools Track
High- and Low-Tech Tools for Student Engagement and Rapid Feedback in Large Lecture Courses
Presenters: Dr. Warren Christensen, NDSU & Dr. Tara Slominski, NDSU

Building an Inclusive Classroom Track
Negotiating Language Diversity in our Classrooms
Presenters: Dr. Lisa Arnold, NDSU & Dr. Stephen Disrud, NDSU

11:20 A.M. - BREAK

11:30 A.M. - CLOSING & AWARD PRESENTATIONS

Innovation in Teaching Award - Large Enrollment
Innovation in Teaching Award - Small Enrollment
Inspiring Colleague Award

12 P.M. - LUNCH

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: DR. TAM JOLLIE-TROTTIER
The Most Important Work That You Will Ever Do is on Yourself!
Have you ever lived through something you said you could never survive? Did you do something that felt impossible? Have you doubted your ability to endure something you think would be devastating? Have you ever looked at your reflection in the mirror and felt disconnected from the person staring back at you? If you answered yes to any of the questions above, this talk is for you. We all feel fear, uncertainty, and self-doubt at some point in our lives, and frequently, humans underestimate their ability to cope in a situation where we feel vulnerable. However, we were all created with our own healing abilities. We’re equipped with power, strength, survival instincts, and growth potential from the adversity present in our lives; basically, we all have resilience. Often we rely on others to point us in the right direction when we are lost, yet, instead, we can create our own detailed map on how to access our internal networks to begin our journey to find ourselves.
Jollie-Trottier, Misko Nudin Ikwe (Red Wind Woman), Biboonii Baaskaabi gwaniid (Winter Bloom), Clinical Psychologist, enrolled member of Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians (TMBCI), and owner of Indigenized Behavioral Healing™ clinic, creates innovative self-healing symbolism expressed through visual art, writing, and storytelling. Her healing journey in search of Good Medicine began over a decade ago following a personal medical trauma that left her detached from herself and others. This journey led to her expertise related to Westernized and Traditional Indigenous Healing she calls Turtle Medicine™. She dedicates her career to harnessing the healing energy of creativity, cultural identity, resiliency, and leadership to mobilize those she works with to heal from trauma-related illnesses. She earned her doctorate from the University of North Dakota and now serves as an adjunct clinical assistant professor for the UND psychology department. With humility and gratitude, she acknowledges her elder Anishinaabe Wisdom Keepers, who have shared their teachings and continue to do so.